Water Gun Instructions
Turning on the guns
•

The power button is located on the bottom of the gun handle. Press the silver button once and
that will turn on the gun.

Filling Up the guns
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dip the front end of the gun into a bucket of clean water up to the “Fill Line”.
Press the trigger forward to fill. (gun will vibrate and make noise, this is normal)
When the gun stops vibrating, it is full and the LED screen will read 100%
DO NOT SUBMERGE the water guns under water. Submerging the guns under water can
damage the electronics inside.

Firing
1. Rapid Shot – Each time you pull the trigger your gun will do a Rapid Shot up to 20ft. Rapid Shots
fire quickly but use less water, so they are great for close encounters. Guns hold 3 charges for 3
Rapid Shots and require 1.2 seconds to recharge each shot.
2. Power Shot – To perform a Power Shot, pull the trigger and hold it while the gun charges up.
Once the gun has charged up a shot, release the trigger to fire a Power Shot with 3x as much
water and up to 45ft!
Storing & Emptying the guns
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fire all remaining shots left in the gun
Pull and hold down the trigger the same way you would do a Power Shot.
The gun will begin to vibrate and shake while it empties out all remaining water.
Once the water has been emptied, turn the guns off by pressing the silver button on the bottom
of the handle and the guns are ready to be stored away.

Rules & Safety Guidelines
•
•
•
•

DO NOT SUBMERGE the water guns under water. Submerging the guns under water can
damage the electronics inside.
DO NOT leave the guns out in direct sunlight, if the guns are not being used please keep them in
a shaded area.
DO NOT shoot animals or other players in the eyes, face or other sensitive areas of the body.
Altered Combat strongly recommends staying at least 6ft apart and wearing eye protection
while equipment is in use and exercising caution when equipment is being used around smaller
children.

Troubleshooting
The gun is not firing:
•
•

If you are trying to do a Power Shot and the gun is not working, check to make sure you have
enough water. The guns will not do a Power Shot if there is less than 25% water in the tank.
If you continually pull the trigger and the gun stops firing after a few shots, this is because the
gun requires time to charge and ready more shots. It takes 1.2 seconds to recharge each shot. 3
charge bars indicate how many shots you have available. 3 bars = 3 shots.

The gun is not on:
•

On the bottom of the handle is a silver power button, press that to turn the gun on. Guns will
power down after 10 minutes of not being used to save battery life.

